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Experimental study of gas diffusion in cement paste
J. Sercombea, R. Vidalb, C. Galle´c, F. Adenotd,
Abstract
This paper presents an experimental study of gas diffusion (hydrogen, nitrogen and
xenon) through cement pastes (CEM I and CEM V) of different water/cement ratios
(0.35 and 0.45). First, the impact of Relative Humidity (RH) on gas diffusion is
investigated by performing tests on samples pre-conditioned in specific atmospheric
conditions (dry, 55, 70, 82, 93 and 100% RH) by means of saline solutions. The
comparison of the results obtained for the CEM I and the CEM V samples (w/c
ratio of 0.45) demonstrate the importance of pore size distribution/connectivity
on gas diffusion. Second, diffusion tests at different total pressures and using two
different mixtures (hydrogen-nitrogen, xenon-nitrogen) are performed to study the
nature of gas diffusion in cement paste. Results demonstrate that gas diffusion in
cement paste is controlled by Knudsen diffusion rather than by ordinary diffusion.
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France.
b Res. Eng., Atomic Energy Commission, Cadarache, 13108 Saint-Paul-Lez-Durance, France.
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Introduction
Durability of concrete structures often depends on the rate of ingress of gaseous or
aqueous elements into the concrete porous network. Migration of gaseous elements in
concrete can be driven by pressure or concentration gradients, i.e., by viscous flow or
diffusion. Carbonation is a typical example where gas diffusion, i.e., carbon dioxyde,
plays an important role with respect to the overall kinetics of the deterioration
process [1, 2, 3]. Drying is another example where the kinetics of gas diffusion, i.e.,
vapour water diffusion, can be of some importance [4, 5, 6]. In consequence, many
mathematical descriptions used to estimate the durability of concrete structures
depend on the diffusion coefficient of gas species in the porous network of concrete.
Gas diffusion through porous media is often divided in three independent modes or
mechanisms with a distinct diffusion coefficient for each of them [7]: free-molecule
or Knudsen diffusion, molecular or ordinary diffusion and surface diffusion. Usually
surface diffusion is neglected, mostly because it is basically an assumption which
does not rest on experimental evidence. Theoretically, ordinary diffusion, in which
the different species of a mixture move relative to each other under the influence
of concentration gradients, occurs predominantly when molecule-molecule collisions
dominate over molecule-pore wall collisions. On the contrary, Knudsen diffusion,
in which molecules of different species move entirely independently of each other,
occurs predominantly when molecule-molecule collisions can be ignored compared
to molecule-pore wall collisions.
The prevalence of Knudsen or ordinary diffusion depends, first, on the mean free
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path of the gas molecule (approximately 0.1 µm for a gas molecule at atmospheric
pressure and 20◦C) which depends itself on the total pressure, the temperature of
the gas mixture and on the molecular weight of the gas species, second, on the size
(diameter if the pores are assumed to be cylindrical) and degree of connectivity
of the unsaturated pores (accessible to gas). Since the pore diameters in cement
pastes, mortars or concretes are widely distributed from the nanometer to the mil-
limeter scale, it is difficult to state, a priori, which is the dominant mechanism in
cementitious materials.
Furthermore, the pore size distribution and degree of connectivity of the unsaturated
pores in cementitious materials strongly rely on the mix-design properties (w/c
ratio, type of cement, proportion of aggregates,...) and on the curing/conservation
conditions (Relative Humidity, temperature) which modify the moisture content and
saturation level (i.e., the percentage of the total pore volume filled with water) of
the materials. In this respect, some studies have pointed out the importance of
moisture content, w/c ratio, aggregate content, type of cement, curing/conservation
conditions on the diffusion of gas through mortars or concretes [8, 9, 10, 11].
To the authors knowledge, the prevalence of Knudsen or ordinary diffusion in ce-
mentitious materials has never been assessed clearly in spite of its importance with
respect to the mathematical description of diffusion-based phenomena (carbonation,
drying, ...). In this paper, the impact of the moisture content, the total porosity and
pore size distribution, of the total gas pressure and of the gas molecular weight on
gas diffusion in pure cement pastes is therefore investigated experimentally. Con-
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clusions are then given concerning the prevalence of Knudsen or ordinary diffusion
at low to moderate pressures.
1. Modes of gas transport in porous media
Usually, four modes of gas transport can be considered in porous media [7], as il-
lustrated schematically in Figure (1). Three of them are related to concentration or
partial pressure gradients (ordinary diffusion, Knudsen diffusion, surface diffusion),
and one to the total gas pressure gradient (viscous or bulk flow). In the discussion
which follows, no total pressure gradient (no bulk flow) is considered since this is
the condition which prevails in the experiments presented in this paper. Surface dif-
fusion is neglected since its contribution to the overall transport cannot be assessed
precisely. Binary gas mixtures only are considered.
1.1. Molecular or ordinary diffusion
Molecular diffusion defines the mechanism by which the different species of a mixture
move relative to each other under the influence of concentration gradients, and where
molecule-molecule collisions dominate over molecule-pore wall collisions, see Figure
(1). This case is encountered when the mean free path λ of gas molecules (the mean
free path of a gas molecule at atmospheric pressure is approximately 0.1 µm) is
much smaller than the characteristic length scale of the pores (the pore diameter if
the pores are assumed to be cylindrical). For a binary mixture, in which there is no
pressure gradient, the purely diffusive fluxes J1D and J2D in a porous material can
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be written as :
J1D = −D12∇c1 (1)
J2D = −D21∇c2 (2)
where D12 and D21 are the gas diffusion coefficients, ∇c1 and ∇c2 the concentration
gradients of gas species 1 and 2 in the pore volume, such that D12 = D21 and
∇c1 + ∇c2 = 0. The measurable binary gas diffusion coefficients D12 and D21
through the porous medium are usually related to the free gas diffusion coefficient
Dfree12 = D
free
21 of the gas species in open space as follows [7] :
Dij =
g
τ
Dfreeij (3)
where g and τ are respectively the percentage of open pores in which ordinary
diffusion can take place (unsaturated and interconnected pores) and the tortuosity,
i.e., the average length of the diffusion path in the material. Complex relations
based on pore geometrical arguments have been derived for the tortuosity factor,
which usually depends on the total porosity and the saturation level of the porous
medium [13, 14].
The free gas diffusion coefficient Dfree12 in a binary gas mixture at low to moderate
pressures is well known and results from the molecular theory of gases. The following
approximate expression can be obtained in many textbook on the subject [16, 17]:
Dfree12 = 1.858× 10−7
(
1
M1
+
1
M2
)1/2 T 3/2
Pσ212ΩD
(4)
with T the absolute temperature (K), P the pressure of the gas mixture (bars), Mi
the molecular weight of gas i (g/mol), σ12 the characteristic length (A˚) and ΩD,
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the diffusion collision integral (-). ΩD can be estimated according to the formulae
given in the appendix. Expression (4) shows that the free gas diffusion coefficient
in a binary mixture is inversely proportional to the pressure of the gas mixture, i.e.,
Dfree12 = f(1/P ). According to eq. (3), a similar dependency can be expected for
the diffusion coefficient Dij through the porous medium in case ordinary diffusion
is predominant.
1.2. Free- or Knudsen diffusion
In the free-molecule or Knudsen diffusion mechanism, the gas molecules collide more
frequently with the pore walls than with other gas molecules, see Figure (1). This
case is encountered when the mean free path λ of the gas molecules is of the order
of the characteristic length scale of the pores (diameter D if cylindrical). Since
molecule-molecule interactions are negligible, the Knudsen diffusion flux JiD is in-
dependent of the gas composition and is therefore defined for each gas species i by
the following relation [7] :
JiK = −DiK∇ci (5)
with DiK as the Knudsen diffusion coefficient of gas species i in the porous medium,
∇ci the concentration gradient of gas species i. Due to the complexity of the geom-
etry of most porous network, attempts have been made to related the macroscopic
Knudsen diffusion coefficientDiK to that of a single cylindrical pore of average radius
r (mean radius of the pores in which diffusion can take place, assumed cylindrical
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and interconnected) through a relation similar to eq. (3) :
DiK =
g
τ
DporeiK (6)
with DporeiK the Knudsen diffusion coefficient through a single pore of radius r and
g/τ the porosity/tortuosity factor as previously defined. For a long cylindrical pore,
DporeiK can be expressed as follows in function of the mean pore radius r and the gas
species molecular weight Mi [7, 13]:
DporeiK =
2r
3
√
8RT
piMi
(7)
Note that DporeiK is independent of the pressure of the gas mixture and inversely
proportional to
√
Mi. According to eq. (6), this should also be the case for the
Knudsen diffusion coefficient DiK of gas species i in the porous medium.
1.3. Combination of diffusion mechanisms for binary mixtures
The combination of ordinary and Knudsen diffusion for a binary mixture of gas
species i and j is based on momentum-transfer arguments [7]. According to Newton’s
second law of motion, if a gas species i is not accelerated on the average, then the
momentum transferred to it by collisions with the walls and with species j must be
balanced by the external force acting on it, i.e., the gradient of the partial pressure
of the species i, ∇pi. Equations (1) and (5) might be rewritten as follows :
(∇pi)molecule =
RT
Dij
JiD (8)
(∇pi)wall =
RT
DiK
JiK (9)
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Combining (8) and (9) with the equilibrium condition∇pi = (∇pi)molecule+(∇pi)wall,
the following expression for the combined Knudsen-ordinary diffusion of one com-
ponent i of a binary mixture at uniform total pressure is obtained :
(∇pi) =
RT
Dij
JiD +
RT
DiK
JiK (10)
From eq. (10), the total flux of species i, Ji = JiD + JiK can now be written as :
Ji = −Di∇ci (11)
with the combined Knudsen-ordinary diffusion coefficient Di of species i in the
porous material given by :
Di =
(
1
DiK
+
1
Dij
)
−1
=
g
τ

 1
DporeiK
+
1
Dfreeij


−1
(12)
Relation (12) refers to a parallel model, as indicated in reference [13]. It differs from
the approach adopted by Klinkenberg [15] to combine Knudsen diffusion and viscous
flow [12] (serie model). It is of some interest to note that, according to the above-
mentioned pressure dependency of DporeiK and D
free
ij , the combined Knudsen-ordinary
diffusion coefficient Di tends towards the Knudsen diffusion coefficient DiK when
the total pressure of the binary gas mixture tends towards 0. This is consistent with
the fact that the mean free path tends to infinity when pressure drops to zero. The
mean free path becomes therefore much greater than the characteristic size of the
pores. Molecule-pore wall collisions are thus predominant.
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2. Experimental program
2.1. Materials: characteristics, conditioning and sampling
The experimental program has been carried out on hardened cement pastes made of
French industrial CEM I (OPC) and CEM V (BFS-PFA) cements. Cement pastes
were prefered to concretes or mortars since diffusion tests could be performed on
relatively thin specimen (20 mm) which can be considered homogeneous. Six cylin-
drical probes (40 mm diameter and 80 mm high) per cement type (CEM I and
V) and w/c ratio (0.35 and 0.45) have been prepared in 1994. After demoulding,
they have been cured at 20◦C for 9 months in a Ca(OH)2 water saturated solution.
After this period, they were kept for almost 10 years in sealed dessicators where
the Relative Humidity (RH) was controled by saturated salt solutions, as indicated
in Table 1. To study the diffusion properties of the ”dry” materials, one probe of
each hardened cement paste was also kept in sealed dessicators containing silica gel
(RH ≈ 3%). In 2003, the central part of the probes were cut in 20 mm thick slices,
three per probe. The end parts of the probes, 10 mm thick, were also kept in order
to estimate the total porosity and the density of the cement pastes. The porosity
has been measured by complete drying at 60◦C and re-saturation of the samples at
atmospheric pressure. The main physical properties of the studied cement pastes
are given in Table (2). After the sawing operation and before testing, the 10 and 20
mm thick samples have been re-conditioned in the same atmospheric conditions as
before sawing.
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2.2. Experimental setup
The main element of the experimental set-up is the diffusion cell, as shown in Fig.
(2). It consists of two stainless steel compartments of equal dimensions (internal
diameter 60 mm, internal length 90 mm, total volume of about 90 ml), separated
by the cement paste sample, glued with an epoxy to two half stainless steel rings.
The ring system is designed to ensure the gas tightness on the outer surface of the
cement paste sample. To this end, it covers partly the flat faces of the cement paste
samples, leaving a diffusion surface of 20 mm in diameter, see Fig. (2). The air-
tightness of the cell is ensured by rubber O-rings which are in contact with the two
steel rings.
The experimental set-up used for the diffusion tests, as sketched in Fig. (3), consists
of a diffusion cell, vacuum pumps, pressure sensors, gas flow lines and a chromato-
graph. The vacuum pumps are used at the beginning of the test to eliminate the gas
phase initially in the diffusion cell and in the gas flow lines. The pressure sensors
are used to control and monitor during the test the pressure of the gas mixture in
the two compartments of the diffusion cell. The chromatograph is used to analyze
periodically the gas mixture in one of the two compartments.
A diffusion test comprises the following steps. The vacuum is first made in the two
compartments of the diffusion cell and in the gas flow lines. One compartment is
then filled with pure hydrogen or xenon, the other with pure nitrogen. Periodic
analyses of the gas mixture in the nitrogen compartment are then realized. Since
an analysis results in a small gas expansion due to the non-negligible volume of the
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gas flow lines situated between the nitrogen compartment and the chromatograph,
the nitrogen compartment is immediately re-filled with pure nitrogen after each
measure. This ensures that the gas pressure in the two compartments remains equal
during the test. Gas analyses are performed till the steady diffusion state is reached.
The duration of a diffusion test depends on the initial water content of the cement
paste sample. For saturated samples, it can last several months. For dry samples,
the steady state is usually reached within a few minutes. The mass of the samples
are measured before and after each diffusion test in order to check the constancy of
the cement paste water content.
Two VARIAN 3400 chromatographs are used for the gas analyses : one with argon
as the carrier gas (for the nitrogen-hydrogen gas mixture) and one with helium (for
the nitrogen-xenon gas mixture). The change in carrier gas is made to increase the
sensitivity of the measures. A molecular sieve is used to remove moisture from the
gas mixtures before passing through the capillary columns of the chromatographs for
separation. The operating temperature of the chromatographic ovens is of 180◦C,
which allows to perform analyses in less than 10 minutes. The chromatographs
use thermal conductivity detectors to identify and quantify the elements of the gas
mixture. Since the identification is not limited to nitrogen, hydrogen and xenon, any
lack of air tightness in the diffusion cell is immediately seen through the detection
of small quantities of oxygen. For the gas species of interest (hydrogen, xenon), a
precise calibration of the thermal conductivity detectors is made prior to the tests
which allows for the quantification of very small percentage in the gas mixture (as
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low as 0.01 %).
3.3. Measurement of the diffusion coefficient
Gas analyses in the nitrogen compartment are performed regularly till the steady
diffusive flow is obtained. The analyses give access to the evolution in time of the
quantity of hydrogen (or xenon) that has passed through the cement paste sample,
Qi(t) with i = H2 or Xe. Considering one-dimensional diffusion through a cement
paste sample of thickness L, and using the steady-state assumption, equation (11)
for the total diffusive flux of a gas species i can be re-cast as follows :
Ji = −Di
cui (t)− cdi (t)
L
(13)
with cui (t) and c
d
i (t) respectively as the concentration of gas species i in the upstream
and downstream compartments of the diffusion cell. At the beginning of the diffusion
test, the upstream compartment is filled with the gas species i (H2 or Xe), and
hence cui (t = 0) = c
◦
i . The downstream compartment is filled with nitrogen and
hence cdi (t = 0) = 0. The test is then performed till steady state is reached. This
is usually achieved for small concentrations of gas species i (less than 5%) in the
downstream compartment of the diffusion cell. Hence the change in concentration
gradient during the test can be neglected :
cui (t)− cdi (t) ≈ cui (t = 0)− cdi (t = 0) = c◦i (14)
Integration in time of equation (13) with the condition (14) leads to the following
expression for the quantity of gas species i that has passed through the cement paste
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sample :
Qi(t) =
Sc◦i
L
Dit (15)
with S the surface of cement paste available to gas diffusion. By plottingQi×L/S/c◦i
in function of time as obtained from the periodic gas analyses, it is then possible to
estimate the combined Knudsen-ordinary diffusion coefficient Di, as shown in Figure
(4). Linear regression is used to best-fit the experimental data. Only the last 5− 6
points are used since the first measures are characteristic of the transient regime.
This method is valid only for gases which are inert with respect to the cement paste.
This is the case of hydrogen, xenon, and nitrogen.
4. Experimental results and discussion
4.1. Impact of w/c ratio and cement type on hydrogen diffusion
All the diffusion tests presented hereafter have been performed with a hydrogen-
nitrogen gas mixture at a total pressure of 1 bar. The mean hydrogen diffusion
coefficients measured on the three cement pastes (CEM I with w/c ratios equal to
0.35 and 0.45, CEM V with a w/c ratio equal to 0.45) pre-conditioned in specific
atmospheric conditions (3, 55, 70, 82, 93 and 100% RH) are given in Table (3).
In general, three measures per cement type and hygral condition (RH) have been
made. The results show the pronounced evolution of the diffusion coefficient with
the moisture content of the samples.
To get a better picture of this evolution, the hydrogen diffusion coefficients of the two
CEM I cement pastes are plotted in Figure (5) in function of the RH. The continuous
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lines of Figure (5) join the mean diffusion coefficients obtained for each cement paste
and hygral condition (RH). The shape of the curves obtained for the two cement
pastes are similar. First, they present a plateau for RHs between 0 and 55% (mean
diffusion coefficient of about 10−6 m2/s). The plateau is followed by a considerable
decrease of the diffusion coefficient till 82%-93% RH (mean value of about 10−10
m2/s). The measures obtained on fully saturated samples (RH 100%) indicate that
the diffusion coefficient decreases again when the RH exceeds 93%, leading values
between 10−11 and 10−13 m2/s. A higher discrepancy in the experimental results has
been observed for samples kept at high RHs (82−100%). This higher discrepancy
results probably from the increasing importance of any heterogenity on diffusion
when the pore network is close to full saturation.
The porosity of OPC pastes (CEM I) can usually be split up in two major compo-
nents : 1) the capillary porosity (pore diameters in the 3 − 100 nm range), which
depends strongly on the w/c ratio and 2) the microporosity, associated with the C-S-
H gel. The C-S-H gel porosity, being closely related to the C-S-H internal structure,
is known to vary little with the w/c ratio [19, 18]. According to water vapour des-
orption test results [19], the capillary porosity is first desaturated when the RH
decreases from 100% till 40-50%. For lower RHs, it is essentially the micropores
which are desaturated [19, 18]. As shown by the curves of Figure (5), the impact
of the w/c ratio on diffusion appears to be particularly important for RHs greater
than 55% : in this domain, the diffusion coefficient of the CEM I, w/c=0.45 cement
paste, is 2 to 8 times greater than that of the CEM I, w/c=0.35 cement paste. This
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difference can be attributed to the increase of the capillary porosity with the w/c
ratio. On the contrary, the w/c ratio has a very limited impact on diffusion when
the RH is less than 55%, see Figure (5). This result is consistent with the fact that
it is mainly the C-S-H pores which are water-desaturated at low RHs.
Surprisingly, the desaturation of C-S-H pores, which represent a considerable part
of the total porosity (usually around 50%), does not lead to an increase of hydrogen
diffivity in the cement paste, as shown by the plateau obtained for RHs in the range
3-55%, see Figure (5). This result can possibly be explained by the small size of
the C-S-H pores (1− 3 nanometers in diameter) which may make them improper to
gas diffusion, or by the important porous network that is already available to gas
diffusion as a result of the desaturation of capillary pores.
The impact of the pore size distribution on hydrogen diffusion can further be
stretched by plotting the results obtained for the CEM I (OPC) and CEM V (BFS-
PFA) cement paste samples. It should be recalled that, in spite of their relatively
close total porosities (see Table 2), the pore spaces of the two cement pastes are
known, according to microstructural studies, permeability tests [20, 21], and ra-
dionuclides diffusion tests [22], to be very different. In particular, MIP (Mercury
Intrusion Porosimetry) test results show that the percolation threshold for CEM
V cement pastes is found for much smaller pore access diameters than for CEM I
cement pastes. This indicates that the pore connectivity of CEM V materials is
not as good as in CEM I materials (increased tortuosity). In particular, the cap-
illary porosity of mature CEM V cement pastes is usually thought to be markedly
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discontinuous [23].
The hydrogen diffusion coefficients of the w/c 0.45 CEM I and CEM V cement pastes
are plotted in Figure (6) in function of the RH. The continuous lines of Figure (6) join
the mean diffusion coefficients obtained for each cement paste and hygral condition
(RH). The shape of the two curves of Figure (6) are close but the diffusion coefficient
drop in the case of the CEM V curve seems translated towards higher RHs. Both
curves present a plateau for RHs between 3 and 55%. The mean hydrogen diffusion
coefficients for the two materials are however very different at this stage, being close
to 10−6 m2/s and 5.108 m2/s for the CEM I and CEM V cement pastes, respectively.
The plateau is followed by a slow decrease of the diffusion coefficient till 70% RH for
the CEM I material (mean value of 6.10−7 m2/s) and 82% RH for the CEM V (mean
value of 4.10−9 m2/s). A rapid decrease of the diffusion coefficients over 3 orders of
magnitude is then observed for both materials when the RH increases. The average
diffusion coefficients obtained for the two cement pastes at 93% RH are finally very
different, being equal to 4.10−10 m2/s for the CEM I and 3.10−12 m2/s for the CEM
V. Measures made on saturated samples (100% RH) indicate a further decrease of
the hydrogen diffusion coefficient in both materials. In particular, no hydrogen flow
has been observed during two of the three 7-months long diffusion tests performed
on CEM V saturated samples.
The impact of pore connectivity on gas diffusion in cement paste can probably best
be seen by comparing the diffusion coefficients obtained on the dry CEM I and CEM
V samples, see the 3% RH column in Table (3). The diffusion of hydrogen in the dry
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CEM V cement paste is almost 20 times slower than in the dry CEM I cement paste.
Since the evolution of the diffusion coefficients between the dry state and 55% RH is
very small for both cement pastes (RH range where the micropores are desaturated),
these results can be attributed to main differences in the capillary pore system of the
two cement pastes. They are consistent with the expected discontinuity of capillary
pores in the CEM V cement paste. They confirm that pore connectivity has a great
impact on gas diffusion in cement pastes.
4.3. Impact of the gas molecular weight on gas diffusion in cement paste
To study the impact of the gas molecular weight on gas diffusion in cement pastes,
diffusion tests have been performed on the CEM I w/c 0.45 cement paste samples
with hydrogen-nitrogen and xenon-nitrogen gas mixtures. Xenon was selected first
because of its high molecular weight (131 g/mol) as compared to hydrogen (2 g/mol)
and second because of its inert nature. According to Eq. (4), the free diffusion
coefficient of xenon in nitrogen at 1 bar is equal to 1.24 10−5 m2/s. That of hydrogen
in nitrogen at the same pressure is equal to 7.53 10−5 m2/s (see the appendix for
the application of Eq. (4) to hydrogen-nitrogen and xenon-nitrogen gas mixtures).
In theory, if ordinary diffusion predominates and if the porosity/tortuosity factor is
the same for xenon and hydrogen, then the hydrogen to xenon diffusion coefficient
ratio in cement paste equals that of the same gas species in open space :
DXe
DH2
=
DfreeXe/N2
DfreeH2/N2
=
1.2410−5
7.5310−5
= 0.165 (16)
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Applying in the same manner Eq. (7) and (8) to xenon and hydrogen, the hydro-
gen to xenon diffusion coefficient ratio in cement paste, in case Knudsen diffusion
predominates, is given by :
DXe
DH2
=
√
MH2
MXe
=
√
2
131
= 0.124 (17)
Note that the diffusion coefficients ratios of Eqs. (16) and (17) are very close.
The diffusion tests have been performed first with hydrogen-nitrogen and then with
xenon-hydrogen. In a few cases, due to small variations in the water content of the
samples, a second hydrogen-nitrogen diffusion test has also been undertaken. The
mean experimental xenon and hydrogen diffusion coefficients obtained from the tests
are given in Table (4). Between 3 and 6 measures were made to obtain each value,
except for the 3% RH which is based on a single measure. Theoretical estimates of
the xenon diffusion coefficient in cement paste in case of predominant ordinary or
Knudsen diffusion are also given in Table (4), based respectively on Eqs. (16) or
(17) and on the mean hydrogen diffusion coefficients obtained during the tests.
The evolution with RH of the xenon diffusion coefficient in the CEM I cement paste
is presented graphically in Figure (7), together with that of the hydrogen diffusion
coefficient and the theoretical estimates in case of predominant Knudsen or ordinary
diffusion mechanisms. Figure (7) shows that the shape of the curves obtained for
xenon and hydrogen are very similar. First, they decrease slowly till 70% RH and
then sharply. The measured diffusion coefficients for xenon are overall 5 to 20 times
smaller than that of hydrogen. In the tests performed on saturated samples (100%
HR), no xenon flow has been observed, even after a year. It appears therefore that
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the diffusion of xenon in cement paste becomes very difficult when the percentage
of unsaturated pores tends towards zero.
The 3% RH measure appart, the xenon to hydrogen diffusion coefficients ratio is
almost constant in the RH range 55-82%, with a mean value of 0.1, close to the
theoretical estimate of Eq. (17) in the case of Knudsen diffusion (0.124). This
means that the unsaturated porous space available to gas diffusion at RHs less than
or equal to 82% is fully accessible to hydrogen and xenon. This is not the case when
the RH is greater or equal to 93% since the xenon to hydrogen diffusion coefficients
ratio drops respectively to 0.05 and 0 for RHs of 93 and 100%.
These results can possibly be attributed to the formation of discontinuities in the
porous network accessible to gas diffusion. When pore humidity is high, the narrow
connections (necks) that exist between large pores which are still unsaturated can be
filled with liquid water [5]. Hence, the diffusion of a gas throught nearly saturated
materials depends on the solubility and on the diffusion coefficient of the gas in the
liquid phase that saturates the pore necks. The solubility of xenon in water is five
times greater than that of hydrogen and cannot therefore explain the lack of xenon
diffusion through the nearly saturated CEM I cement paste samples. Its important
size (the atomic radius of xenon is almost six times greater than that of hydrogen),
which would limit its diffusion in saturated narrow pore connections, could however
be at the origin of these results.
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4.4. Impact of the total gas pressure on gas diffusion
The total gas pressure dependency is one of the major difference that exists between
ordinary and Knudsen diffusion in porous media. In case of ordinary diffusion, the
diffusion coefficient of a gas species in a porous medium is inversely proportional to
the total pressure, see Eqs. (4) and (5). In case of Knudsen diffusion, it does not
depend on the total pressure of the gas phase, see Eqs. (7) and (8). To determine
which is the dominant diffusion mechanism in cementitious materials, hydrogen
diffusion tests have been performed at four different pressures (0.1, 0.5, 1 and 1.9
bars) on samples of the two CEM I cement pastes in equilibrium with air at 3, 55,
70 and 82% RH. One sample per RH and cement paste type has been tested at the
four different pressures in a random order.
The hydrogen diffusion coefficients measured at the four different pressures and on
the different cement pastes are given in Table (5). As shown by these results, what-
ever the RH and the cement paste, the hydrogen diffusion coefficient decreases with
increasing pressure. This trend is consistent qualitatively with an ordinary diffu-
sion mechanism. However, quantitatively, the evolution of the hydrogen diffusion
coefficient is far from being proportional to 1/P . This can be best seen by plotting
the Di(P )/Di(1 bar) diffusion coefficient ratio in function of the pressure ratio 1/P
(bar/bar), as illustrated in Figure (8). In case of a purely ordinary diffusion mecha-
nism, Di(P )/Di(P◦) = P◦/P , as shown by the continuous line in Figure (8). In case
of a purely Knudsen diffusion mechanism, Di(P )/Di(P◦) = 1, as indicated by the
dashed line in Figure (8).
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Figure (8) shows that all the test results (circles and triangles) are close to the pure
Knudsen diffusion mechanism line, indicating that the total pressure of the gas phase
has little impact on the hydrogen diffusion coefficient in cement paste. Obviously,
the pressure dependency of the diffusion mechanism at hand in cement paste does
not vary with the hygral state of the cement paste, i.e., its internal RH. This means
that it is the same diffusion mechanism which dominates in cement paste when the
capillary pores and/or the micropores are accessible to the gas phase. The complex
pore connections and tortuosity in cement paste are very probably at the origin of
this result. In fact, the diffusion path through cementitious materials can be seen as
a succession of meso- and micropores connected by necks which makes therefore the
overall gas flow dependent on the size of the smallest pores. In the studied pressure
range 0.1-1.9 bars, the dominant diffusion mechanism is therefore of Knudsen type
and reflects the importance of the interactions between the gas molecules and the
pore structure of the material.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, experimental results on gas diffusion in three cement pastes have been
presented. The main conclusions of this study are :
1. Gas diffusion depends essentially on the saturation level of the cement paste
(which determines the percentage of pores available to gas), and hence on the RH of
air when the material is in equilibrium with its external environment. The hydrogen
diffusion coefficient was found to vary between 10−6 m2/s for dry samples and 10−13
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m2/s for saturated samples.
2. The total porosity and the pore size distribution/connectivity of cement paste
have a strong impact on hydrogen diffusion. Capillary pores are of great importance
with regards to gas diffusion in cementitious materials since the diffusion coefficient
decreases strongly in the RH range 55-100%. On the contrary, as shown by the lack
of variation of diffusion properties when the RH is smaller than 55%, micropores
play a negligible role with regards to gas diffusion in cementitious materials.
3. Gas diffusion in CEM I cement paste depends approximately on the square root
of the gas molecular weight, except when the saturation level of the material is
high, i.e., when the RH is greater or equal to 93%. This limit is probably due to the
discontinuity of the unsaturated pore network at high RH which makes gas diffusion
through nearly saturated cementitious materials dependent on the gas solubility and
gas diffusion properties in liquid water.
4. In the pressure range 0.1−1.9 bars, gas diffusion in CEM I cement paste depends
slightly on the total pressure of the gas phase. This result indicates that Knudsen
diffusion mechanisms are dominant in these materials. The pore size (capillary pores
or micropores) and the saturation level have no impact on this tendency. These
results need to be confirmed for higher total gas pressures.
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Appendix
The data used in this paper to calculate the xenon-nitrogen and hydrogen-nitrogen
free diffusion coefficients are summarized in Table (6).
The characteristic length σ12 of Eq. (4) has been estimated as follows :
σ12 =
1
2
(σ1 + σ2) (18)
[17] gives the following approximate expression to determine the diffusion collision
integral ΩD :
ΩD = 1.06036× (T∗)−0.1561 + 0.193×EXP [−0.47635T∗]
+1.03587×EXP [−1.52996T∗] + 1.76474×EXP [−3.89411T∗] (19)
with
T∗ = kT
12
(20)
and
12
k
=
[(
1
k
)(
2
k
)]1/2
(21)
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Table 1: Salt solutions and related Relative Humidities
RH (T=20◦C) 54.5% 69.9% 81.8% 93.2% 100%
Salt solution Mg(NO3)2,H2O KI KBr KNO3 H2O
30
Table 2: Properties of the tested cement paste materials
Cement type CEM I CEM I CEM V
w/c ratio 0.35 0.45 0.45
wet density (g/cm3) 2.08 2.0 1.92
porosity (water) 27% 34% 35%
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Table 3: Mean hydrogen diffusion coefficients (m2/s) obtained on the CEM I and
CEM V cement paste samples (total pressure 1 bar).
HR (%) 3 55 70 82 93
CEM I w/c 0.35 8.6 10−7 7.8 10−7 3.8 10−8 6.1 10−11 8.4 10−11
CEM I w/c 0.45 1.4 10−6 1.6 10−6 5.8 10−7 3.5 10−10 1.3 10−10
CEM V w/c 0.45 7.5 10−8 3.0 10−8 5.0 10−9 4.5 10−9 2.1 10−12
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Table 4: Mean xenon and hydrogen diffusion coefficients (m2/s) obtained on the
CEM I w/c 0.45 cement paste samples and theoretical estimates of the xenon dif-
fusion coefficient in case of predominant ordinary (Eq. 16) or Knudsen (Eq. 17)
diffusion mechanisms.
HR (%) 3 55 70 82 93
Hydrogen 1.3 10−6 1.9 10−6 6.6 10−7 4.5 10−10 1.3 10−10
Xenon 3.0 10−7 1.9 10−7 5.5 10−8 6.3 10−11 7.1 10−12
Xenon Eq. (16) 2.2 10−7 3.2 10−7 1.1 10−7 7.4 10−11 2.2 10−11
Xenon Eq. (17) 1.7 10−7 2.4 10−7 8.1 10−8 5.6 10−11 1.7 10−11
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Table 5: Hydrogen diffusion coefficients (m2/s) obtained on the CEM I cement paste
samples tested at 0.1, 0.5, 1 and 1.9 bars
Pressure (bars) 0.1 0.5 1 1.9
CEM I w/c 0.35 HR 3% 2.01 10−6 1.27 10−6 1.05 10−6 8.04 10−7
CEM I w/c 0.35 HR 55% 1.72 10−6 1.41 10−6 1.18 10−6 9.07 10−7
CEM I w/c 0.35 HR 70% 7.4 10−8 7.24 10−8 5.45 10−8 4.47 10−8
CEM I w/c 0.35 HR 82% 2.28 10−10 1.79 10−10 1.15 10−10 7.98 10−11
CEM I w/c 0.45 HR 3% 2.31 10−6 1.39 10−6 1.08 10−6 1.09 10−6
CEM I w/c 0.45 HR 55% 3.27 10−6 2.95 10−6 2.45 10−6 1.81 10−6
CEM I w/c 0.45 HR 70% 1.14 10−6 9.93 10−7 8.02 10−7 6.21 10−7
CEM I w/c 0.45 HR 82% 3.64 10−9 3.52 10−9 2.69 10−9 2.70 10−9
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Table 6: Parameters used in Eq. (4) to calculate the free diffusion coefficients of
hydrogen and xenon in nitrogen.
Mi σi i/k
(g/mol) (A˚) (K)
H2 2.016 2.827 59.7
N2 28.0 3.568 113.0
Xe 131.3 4.061 225.3
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Knudsen diffusion
Molecular diffusion
Viscous flow
Surface diffusion
Figure 1: Transport processes in porous media
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Figure 2: Sketch of the diffusion cell
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Figure 3: Sketch of the experimental set-up used for the diffusion tests.
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Figure 4: Estimation of the diffusion coefficient from experimental results.
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Figure 5: Hydrogen diffusion coefficients versus RH for the CEM I cement paste
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Figure 6: Hydrogen diffusion coefficients versus RH for the CEM I and CEM V
cement paste samples with a w/c ratio of 0.45.
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Figure 7: Hydrogen and Xenon diffusion coefficients versus RH for the CEM I cement
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